
Preliminary Leaflet No. B.395 

12" Sliding Table Panel Saw (BGP) 

This sliding table saw has been designed to satisfy the demand for a machine capable of cutting panels 
up to four feet wide. \'<' ith its tilting saw feature and full range of precision fences and cutting off 
gauges, it w.ill do cross-cutting or ripping, st raight and bevel mitre or compound mitre cutting and 
produce a clean accurate cut on every class of work. 

Telephon<' : l.ei<Q~Rr 681&1 ' 7 lintt' 
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12" Sliding Table Panel Saw (BGP) 

2m/A/II62 

('0 

MAIN BODY. T he main top section is a one-piece casting mounted on a heavy fabricated steel 
sub-base. The sub-base is designed to support the sliding table rails and is carried on cast iron teet g i\'ing 
adequate area for stability. 

THE TABLE. The table is in two parts. The table to right of saw is fixed. The table to the 
left slides eas ily on four ball bearing rollers. The inner t\\"n rollers are grooYed to lo.cate the table on a 
circular rod a ttached to the inner rai l. The outer rollers are plain and run freely on the ftartened outer rail. 
A plunger stop locks the table in a fixed position for rip sawing. When ripping, the inner rail can be 
pushed back out of the way of the operator. When cross-cutting, the inner rail need only be pulled out 
to the required capacity to minimise inconvenience to the operator. 

SAW GUARD AND RIVING KNIFE. These are mounted from within the ti·ame so that no 
overhanging support is required. Both knife and guard are. rigid and cant with the saw. 

RIPPING FENCE moves on two precision ground circular section guide bars. A single !eYer 
operated catn-lock with exclusive alignment feature secures the fence to the bars in one mm·ement. The 
front bar is accurately graduated for quick setting, and has fine adjustment by rack and pinion. 

CROSS CUTTING AND MITRING FENCES. The machine is prodded \Vith a long straight 
fence complete with stop bar and two turnover stops to give a maximum distance betweea saw anJ stop 
in extreme position of 96''. A fixed double mitre fence and an adjusrable mitre fence are available as 
optional equipment. 

SAW SPINDLE is made from alloy steel and is accurately ground. It is fitted with large saw 
flanges and is mounted on " Sealed for Life " bearings which require no lubrication. Rise and fall 
movement and canting motions are by worm and geared quadrant, operated by large a nd conveniently 
placed handwheels with etilcient locks. A graduated scale shows the angle of cant. 

DRIVE f rom motor to the saw spindle is by t\\'O short centre A-section vee belts. Suitable adjustment 
for tensioning is provided. 

SPECIFICATION 

Diameter of saw . 12" 300 mm. F rom of table tO saw :-

Maximum depth of em 3" " 95 mm. With max. depth of cur 17·V 445 mm. 
- 4· With 1" deptb of cut 19-'' 480 mrn. 

Diameter of saw arbor 1" 25mm. 
Maximum distance saw ro 

Maximum section of cut .. 46'' X 3~" 1170 X 95mm. rip fence 26" 660 mm. 
48" X 3" 1220 X 75mm. Height of table 34'" 860 mm. so·· ;< 2 n 1270 X SOmm. 
51'' X 1'' 1295 X 25 mm. J'viaximum distance sa\'l to 

stops on sliding table 96 ' 2440 mm. 
Speed of saw spindle 3200 r.p.m. 3200 r.p.m. Saw to rip fence on exren-
Horsepower of motor 3 3 sion table to right of saw 48'' 1220 mm. 

Size oftable :- Floor space 67" ·X ST 170t) ..; 2210 mm. 
To right of saw (fixed) 34'. :' 24' 860 v 610 mrn. Net weight approx. 1260 lb. 570 kg. 
To left ofsaw (sliding) 34" <-: 36" 860 :-; 915 mm. 

Shipping dimensions 
Maximum travel of table 52" 1320mm. approx. 64 cu. fr. 1.8 m ~ . 

Details inc.:;lude4 with the machine : Motor, controL gear and internal wiring ; saw guard and 
ri ving knife ; ripping fence.; long cross-cut fence with stop bar and two turnover stops ; saw spanner. 

Printed in England 
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